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The NFL’s Trademark Rights Over “Super Bowl”:
Does it Give them an Unfair Advantage?
TRADEMARK & UNFAIR COMPETITION
BY SCOTT SEMAYA/ON MARCH 7, 2022
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Whether you’re a diehard football fan or just a casual observer, you’ve probably recognized
that, leading up to the Super Bowl, many companies advertise their Super Bowl deals not
using the actual phrase “Super Bowl” but using the phrase “The Big Game.” 1 However, this is
not a matter of choice. The NFL has held trademark rights over “Super Bowl” and several like
phrases since 1969.2 As a result, the NFL has been able to control who can use the phrase
“Super Bowl” for many years. Thus, in order to utilize the term “Super Bowl,” your company
must be an official sponsor or licensee of the NFL, which usually comes at a steep
price.3 Companies who are not an official sponsor or licensee of the NFL but who do utilize the
term “Super Bowl” likely have to change their advertisement or marketing strategy and even
face a risk of legal action by the NFL. Consequently, many articles are written each year
warning companies to be careful of how they market their Super Bowl deals.4 One prominent
trademark lawyer, Michael Stabbe, even sends out an annual explanation of how to avoid
irritating the NFL in the weeks leading to the Super Bowl.5

Unquestionably, the Super Bowl has become a term that is universally known. Over the past
few years alone, over 100 million Americans have consistently tuned in to watch the Super
Bowl.6 With the increasing popularity of the NFL and the Super Bowl, the NFL’s trademark
control over “Super Bowl” raises an interesting question: is the NFL engaging in unfair
competition by maintaining these exclusive trademark rights?
For many years, the NFL may have been more warranted in its exclusive use of the phrase
“Super Bowl.” The legal system has backed up that statement, as challenges to the NFL’s
trademark rights over the years have been unsuccessful.7 But with the advent of technology
and the emergence of a multitude of organizations looking to take advantage of the Super
Bowl as a marketing tool—for instance sports gambling companies looking to advertise Super
Bowl promotions—have the NFL’s rights lost their significance enough to make the term
“Super Bowl” generic to the general public?8
It is interesting to note that no other major North American sports league has an issue similar
to this. The NBA, MLB, and NHL do not possess the same trademark rights to the NBA Finals,
the World Series, or the Stanley Cup, respectively, that the NFL enjoys with the Super
Bowl.9 However, these other leagues do not have the following that the NFL has: eight out of
the top ten television broadcasts in 2021 were NFL games (with the Super Bowl being the
number one broadcast).10 So while it is clear that the NFL has an enormous influence over the
American public, it is not clear that this fact, by itself, is enough to say definitively whether or
not the NFL should keep its trademark rights to the Super Bowl.
What might shed some light in the conversation is the effect that the NFL’s trademark rights
have on companies and other entities looking to freely use the mark. Anecdotal evidence of
the NFL’s control over its “Super Bowl” trademark is ubiquitous. One famous instance
occurred in 2007 when an Indianapolis church looking to host a Super Bowl watch party for
one hundred of its congregants decided to ditch the plans after hearing about the NFL
stopping a similar effort at another church.11 Stories like these have flooded the conversation
surrounding the Super Bowl for a long time. The question is whether or not it is fair for the
NFL to continue its exclusive use of the term, requiring companies to pay many millions of
dollars just to use a term that is widely known throughout the country.
While two of the goals of trademark law are to “protect consumers from confusion as to
affiliation or approval” as well as “protect[ing] the goodwill that the trademark owners built
up,”12 trademark law also prevents the protection of marks that are or have become generic
over time.13 Although the Super Bowl is clearly an NFL event, there is an argument that the
actual phrase “Super Bowl” has become generic, or that the NFL is otherwise engaging in
unfair competition through its exclusive use of “Super Bowl.” Though the NFL is likely to
continue its policing of the “Super Bowl” and like terms, it will be interesting to see how
companies react moving forward.

All this leads to several unanswered questions that will be interesting to monitor in the near
future. Is there a clear advantage to being granted the right to use the term “Super Bowl”?
Conversely, are non-officially licensed or sponsored companies at a clear disadvantage by not
being allowed to use the term “Super Bowl”? Would the NFL’s goodwill really be hurt if it no
longer has trademark rights to “Super Bowl”? These and more are stimulating questions to
consider as the NFL continues to expand its influence nationwide.
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